In aortic stenosis(AS) with normal left ventricular ejection fraction(LV EF), circumferential and longitudinal systolic strains(CSt, LSt) are reduced but the underlying mechanisms are uncertain. Conventional indices of afterload(A) per unit of myocardium are suboptimal for strain analysis and based on inaccurate assumptions about myocardial properties, while conventional contractility(C) indices address LV chamber, not myocardial properties. We have shown that the product of end-systolic pressure(P) and volume(V), divided by LV mass(M), or (PV/M), is a more effective index of A than conventional wall stress(Mirsky, J. Biophys. 1969) for strain analysis, while the ratio of strain to PV/M is an effective strain-based index of C. These methods were used to evaluate the mechanism of reduced LV strain in AS with preserved EF.
Methods
Age and gender matched patients with AS and normal volunteers(NL) were compared (Table) . CMR was performed on a 1.5T scanner, using TrueFISP cine short and LV long axis imaging and volumetrics and featuretracking CSt, LSt and strain rates evaluated(CIM, U. of Auckland). A was quantitated as LV end-systolic PV/M, and as circumferential and meridional wall stress(CWS, MWS). C was assessed using the ratios, CSt/(PV/M), LSt/ (PV/M), CSt/CWS and LSt/MWS. (Table 1) : Mean EF was normal in both AS and NL but systolic CSt and LSt were reduced in AS, without significantly increased afterload. In contrast, contractility, expressed as CSt/(PV/M) and LSt/(PV/M) was reduced in AS, although wall stress based indices and strain rate(SR) were not. There were strong negative correlations between PV/M and EF in AS and NL and strong positive correlations between PV/M based contractile indices and EF, but regression slopes for strain/PV/M vs.EF and versus strain itself were significantly higher in AS, underscoring the role of reduced contractility. In a subset of AS patients(n=8), extracellular volume data were available but correction for smaller myocyte fraction of LV mass(72% AS vs 76% NL) did not significantly alter results. 
Results

